
June 2019 T-Table Notecards

(These are not in chronological order and the spellings are as close as
I could get to what is actually on each card)

1. My friend + I found this spot about 2 years ago, and I love showing 
people your tea table when they come to Seattle.  Smoke some weed 
drink some dope teas, enjoy the sun with an awesome view of Mt. 
Rainier.  What can be more Seattle?

2. Perhaps, passing by this free tea, we see childhood lemonade 
merchantless and untended on the hillside by the mythical mountain 
view.

3. Carmen, soñé contigo hace unas noches. ¿Como fue?  No rcuerdo 
exactamente, pero da igual.  Pede que es que carieces que alguen 
muchas lo hagan, sea quien sea, porque aún eres joven. Y buscando tu 
cancino.  As que desde m' maritime al tuyo bendici ones, proteccion, 
y que sepas tu ruta por laberinto! (translated on the back of the card 
as; Carmen, I dreamed of you the other night.  What was it, exactly?  
I don't remember now.  It might be just that you need some spells 
protecting you from afar from anywhere, for you are still young & 
finding your way from one maritime to another I send you 
protection.

4. Take a breathe/ ease your mind/ and in time/ I'm sure you'll find/ 
Happiness/ In the smallest things/ So open your heart/ and spread. 
Your. Wings. (image of bee, heart, flower, grass)

5. Dogs are better than children and leave you with more money to 
travel & see new things and meet great people far away.

6. my pussy must be broken/ cause he dont love me no more/ your ex giil
friend (images of hearts)

7. Jesus is the wae, the truth, and lyfe
8. Enjoy heaven my mice.- Harper
9. Keep your wing tips up + enjoy the friendly skis!
10. (I am including this thank you card as he has been following 

through and it is a lovely thing) Thank you for the tea, idea, peaceful 
setting and experience.  I bring my dog here to play with ball.  I will 
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give back by piking up the trash as needed.
11. Dear Canadian cyclist I met in Victoria riding to 

Newfoundland.  Mat the winds be in your favor – Greg
12. Slowness is ours.  It is immense.  I finally feel at home. Or at 

least a deep comfort that I haven't felt in quite a while./ To Margot, I 
hope you've found a similar feeling of home.  The time we shred will 
always be warm in my memories.  To more of the same! (back of card 
image of “Tahoma”)

13. Miss you Brennie
14. Dearest Ty, Bravest, kindest, smartest, best companion ever.  We

miss you terribly.  We hope that you are with your friends, swimming, 
fetching and playing.  We think of you at every turn.  So we will 
mostly smile but now we mostly cry. (heart image)

15. Eric, I so wish I had more time to know you better.  You live on 
in your son, and I love him dearly.  Thank you for raising him with so
much kindness and love.  You are always remembered.

16. To the firl w/Far-away eyes- As the bikes race by and I read 
“Charles Olsen & American Modernism: the practice of the self” I 
wonder how practices described in the book will compare to my own 
self-building practices: Journaling, yoga, latihan, the life of a poet, 
fatherhood &c.  I pass by this un-manned tea stand twice a wek 
wondering 'who is this guy?”& still don't know.

17. (image of a mug with a smiley face)
18. Mom, yesterday you told me something that I have not stopped 

thinking about.  It's weighed heavy on me to the point that I'm afraid 
I'll soon be relegated to the ground.  Being out here has almost felt 
like a virtual experience.  An expirement I've been playing with out of
boredom but are I can step out of at my time and return to + the quiet
lakeshore near you.  As these days get longer the sun shines on how 
much of reality this has become the longer I play this game the more 
real it becomes.  You marked the day I left on your calendar, counting
down until I return.  I fear that countdown will go on forever until we
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lose each other in the waves of time.
19. Hey Mom, You'd be 88 this week, 49 was too young.  Love you 

always – Sam
20. LOL doctor wittnes hastle my funny bone (image of tree with 

many symbols)
21. Came back to this spot after moving north as couple weeks ago. 

Had dinner here and enjoyed the almost visable mountain will for 
sure continue to visit whenever I can – Zach

22. Thinking about the past, thinking about the future.  As I 
graduate this Sunday with a BFA in photo, I've had transitional 
nightmares with people form the past, situations from the past – pop 
up in my future.  Reflect on the day and sort your thoughts as night, 
that's how nightmares work, right?  Thinking a lot about relational 
autonomy – how we see each other, and ourselves with relationships 
in mind.  I'm a daughter, I am a friend, I am a lover, I am a teacher. 
Reflect on the people around you & who you've been with-> to those 
people- do you need to talk with them?  Are you missing them or 
missing out?  What do you want to say to them?

23. Dear Grandmother:  I really miss you.  Hope you eat well, do 
well, Seattle is a beautiful city.  My host family is really good.  Don't 
worry. Be happy..your love Rachel My grandmother is in China.  Hope
she can see this.

24. Dear Lynna, Thank you for thinking of us all these years and 
sending gifts to the kids. (heart) Chrishna + Jeff

25. Dear Amsterdam- You stole our hearts and altered the course of
our lives forever.  Some day we will take the leap with you- The 
McHorses

26. For Lance in Chile- You are far on the planet, and further in 
spirit.  I wish you would come home to the family in spirit...Eric

27. Mamœ estœ sempre comigo! Virginia  Brasil
28. (image of head)
29. To my dear friend Rich, brother, second half of the adventurous 
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duo, explorer of mind and heart and spirit- enjoy your new saga at 
grad school in California.  New lands to explore and sentiments to 
pioneer- bring some with you when you return! Share the love!

30. Humans/connection/small moments/ of space & sunshine/& joy/
reflection. Memories among strangers

31. Hey Dad – Big Ken in the sky- (heart) you!  I'm helping mom 
always- this weekend will be tough as we pack the house up- as you 
know- it has sold and mom is on her way to her next chapter...Love 
you so much & miss you tons!  You are such a great dad! Love your 
youngest.  Your favorite & your nicest daughter

32. Thank you Mamma for 62+ yrs. of love, good thoughts.  Thank 
u all the mamas o' the world, all the peoples doing their best to feel 
hopeful.

33. Jeff, Jeffrey, and Sibyl stopped by for tea.  Thinking of Lorraine 
Flogel in Green Bay

34. Mon Peach, many are the ways that I love you.  Always is how 
often I think of you.  Too many are the days we've been a part.  Not 
soon enough is when I'll see you again.  My heart Nectarine.

35. This one too is someone who brought what they said to the 
table. I like the tea table, so I decided to give you some mint & 
lemongrass to make tea with (scribbled out? Wish) enjoy! F.S.

36. || smoke weed everyday||
37. (can't read this word Lubraa(?)) the difference as you would the 

similarity (could be celebrate?)
38. Rebecca & Mindy & the twins!  Sidney Australia much love & 

luck
39. Hollywood D & Mel Aire, we miss you.  I know you all are 

enjoying yourselves wherever you are. (image of grass and two people 
sitting in chairs)

40. Burn lost sad stay love regret alive emotion commited 
resurgence How? Invisible run hat loss slut lost helpless| one crazy 
passionate with forgotten breath groth without never grief strong 
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russion forever phyco unfaithful (then on back) placing an intention 
to manifest peace in my lief and relationship(s) the past few years 
have been splattered with grief and pain in recent months I recognize 
I've been taking things (my emotions) our on you fellings of 
inattiquency, and pain and insecurity, going forward I want you to 
know I love you.  I want to move forward in a peaceful, functional 
and happy.  I hope you accept me and can move with me (heart image)


